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Abstract

This paper presents the automatic annotation of orthographic properties of German words and spelling errors in texts of German primary school children according to a new multi-layered annotation scheme [1]. The scheme is closely linked to the principles of the German writing system and is supposed to allow the pursuit of new research questions concerning the relationship between spelling errors of competent and less competent spellers and the regularities of the German graphematic system. A novelty of the automatic annotation is that it takes an intended, correctly spelled word as input and applies a set of rules to generate a list of error candidates containing systematic spelling errors. As a further novelty, the annotation of additional word- and error-related properties is presented such as whether the spelling error changes the word’s pronunciation and whether a spelling can be derived from a related word form. This gives rise to more detailed analyses of the errors but also allows us to develop an application for learners that generates automatic advice for the correct spelling. A first evaluation shows that the automatic annotation of the presented categories and features can come close to human annotations.

Index Terms: orthography, spelling errors, annotation, automation, German language

1. Introduction

Learning to read and write is one of the key skills to be acquired in primary school and a key to successful participation in society. In Germany, many primary school children have problems to achieve a satisfying degree of orthographic competence before entering higher school forms. In a large-scale project, we aim to get new insights into the acquisition process by analyzing what distinguishes learners with a higher spelling competence from learners with a lower spelling competence in terms of what kinds of errors they produce (rather than just the total number of errors). If orthography acquisition is not to be seen as a pure memorizing task, it requires the detection of regularities in the writing system by implicit or explicit learning. Therefore, we argue that if orthography acquisition and spelling competence is to be analyzed, a learner’s writing output should be regarded in close relation to the graphematic system in order to see to what extent these regularities have been internalized.

In [1], we present a new annotation scheme for the analysis of orthographic properties of words and spelling errors in German primary school children’s writings which is closely linked to the principles of the German writing system. It features multiple layers on which different properties of a word are coded which can be relevant for a detailed analysis of a given spelling error. In order to annotate a large number of texts with this scheme, it is desirable to have the annotations carried out automatically. Automated annotations also give rise to the possibility of individualized spelling diagnoses, as has been shown in [2, 3, 4]. How the automation of our annotation scheme is achieved is the topic of this paper.

The structure is as follows: In Section 2, I will present the basic graphematic foundation of our annotation scheme. Section 3 reviews related work on the topic of automatic spelling error categorization before my algorithm is described in Sections 4 to 6. I start off with the annotations of basic properties (Sec.4), then describe how orthographic phenomena in correctly spelled words are determined (Sec.5). I give an example application of this in Section 5.2 and demonstrate how the annotated properties are used to identify which kinds of errors were committed on a given misspelled word (Sec.6.1). Sections 6.2 and 6.3 describe the automatic annotation of two further error-related features, namely the pronunciation of the misspelled word in relation to the pronunciation of the intended word (phon<orig,ok>) and the role of morpheme constancy (morph<const>), which is roughly whether a spelling can be derived from a related word form. In Section 7, I present a first evaluation of the automated annotations and Section 8 closes this paper with a conclusion and outlook on future work.

2. Background and Motivation

German orthography is not completely shallow; i.e., there is not always a 1:1 correspondence between sounds and letters. According to the theory of Eisenberg [5], one can identify three principles in German graphemics, which I will sketch in the following.

Firstly, some words can be spelled phonographically, i.e., with regard to grapheme-phoneme correspondences (GPC). By knowing the GPC rules /hl/ → <b>, /ul/ → <u>, /ul/ → <i>, /ll/ → <t>, one can arrive at the correct spelling <bunt> for the word *bunt ‘colorful’, which is pronounced [b'ont].

Secondly, there are syllabic principles overriding the GPC rules. For example, the word *<kommen>‘[komnen] (‘to come’) is spelled with a doubled consonant which, according to Eisenberg, is the result of the word’s syllabic and prosodic structure (= a single consonant between a stressed lax vowel and an unstressed vowel). It signals that the preceding vowel has to be pronounced short. Without the doubled consonant, the form *<kommen>1 would be pronounced [komnen]. Another phenomenon on the syllabic level, the syllable-separating <h>, in contrast, does not influence the pronunciation. It graphically marks a syllable boundary between vowels as in <Ruhe> [ruhː] (‘quietness’) which would be pronounced the same way without the <h> but its di-syllabic nature is more easily detected with the <h>. In summary, these principles serve as

1 asterisks mark an orthographically incorrect spelling
reading aids: they allow to derive a word’s pronunciation and prosodic structure from its spelling.

Thirdly, some spellings can only be explained with regard to a related word form. An important morphological principle is that of morpheme constancy which states that the same morphemes should be spelled in the same way, regardless of the phonetic/syllabic or prosodic context. That is, the 2nd person singular present tense form of *kommen* is spelled `<kommen>`, including the doubled consonant as in `<kommen>`, although this word form does not exhibit the structural context for consonant doubling to be required.

We developed a fine-grained and multi-layered annotation scheme for (correctly-spelled and misspelled) German words that closely reflects these regularities and principles and also provides information about a word’s general linguistic properties (e.g. phoneme, syllable and morpheme structure) [1]. It is supposed to allow for detailed analyses of the nature of spelling errors. In this paper, I present the automation of the main annotation levels of this scheme (implemented in Python 3).

The approach differs from existing approaches reviewed in Section 3 in that it tries to minimize probabilistic steps such as the alignment of the original and the intended spelling before anything is known about the relationship between the two.

Furthermore, this will be the first paper about the automatic examination whether morpheme constancy has an impact on the correct spelling. For instance, `<Hund>` ‘dog’ and `<und>` ‘and’ are pronounced [ˈhʊnt] and [ˈʊnt], respectively. Unlike the word `<bunt>` shown above, they are not spelled phonographically, i.e. not `<hUnt>` and `<unt>` but with the grapheme `<a>` which, according to the GPC rules, stands for the voiced plosive [d]. There is a phonological process called *final devoicing* in German which neutralizes the distinction between voiced and voiceless obstruents in the syllable coda [6]. Hence, you will never “hear” a voiced obstruent in word-final position. Nevertheless, the correct spelling `<Hund>` can be derived: if the learner knows how to spell the plural form `<Hunde>` [ˈhʊntə], and is aware of the principle of morpheme constancy, then he or she can deduce that `<Hund>` also has to be spelled with a `<d>`. In contrast, the conjunction `<und>` has no related word forms, so that its spelling does not come about because of morpheme constancy but is simply called “irregular” [6] and the `<d>` has to be memorized. Being able to automatically detect if morpheme constancy plays a role or not can help to better evaluate a writer's errors (e.g. by asking “could the learner have arrived at the correct spelling by deriving it from a related word form?”). This also gives rise to the possibility of generating better automated spelling tips. For instance, for the misspelling `<Hunt>`, advice could be to think of related word forms whereas the advice for correctly spelling `<und>` would have to be to simply memorize the `<d>`.

So far it has been observed misspelling `<Hunt>` as the pronunciation of `<Hund>` is used for known words. This pronunciation would suggest `<Hund>` as the pronunciation of `<Hunt>` and `<und>` but with the grapheme `<a>`. Based on the phoneme alignment, characters are split into graphemes and aligned.

Aligning original characters and target characters this way can be problematic. Consider the misspelling `<<st@n>` for `<stehen>`. A simple Levenshtein-based alignment on the character level yields two equally likely outcomes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>orig</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>target</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pronunciation</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speakers of German know that `<stehen>` is pronounced [ʃteːn] only in formal contexts and that the common pronunciation is [ʃteːn]. More generally, we know that a schwa is often dropped in pronunciation so that alignment (1b) is more plausible where the character `<e>` in the original spelling represents the full vowel [ɛ] rather than the schwa. Using the phoneme-alignment method from [10] for this example would be misleading, though. MARY returns [ʃən] as the pronunciation of `<<st@n>` because it depends on rules rather than a lexicon that is used for known words. This pronunciation would suggest alignment (1a) and lead to a different error category (if omission of full vowel and schwa are distinguished which they are in [10]).

Therefore, I propose an approach which first determines possible systematic errors on a target word which then “emits” an error candidate. Comparing the error candidates with the observed misspelling then yields the error categories and alignments automatically. This is assumed to be more robust than a-priori alignments of original and target characters. I will explain this more thoroughly in the following sections.

A similar approach has been proposed in an earlier work of Thelen [9], which he calls a “top-down” approach. He emphasizes the advantage that the correct spelling already “knows” which features are present that can be misspelled (p. 81). His concrete implementation, however, is neither completely robust nor comprehensive in terms of covered error categories. He takes the pronunciation of the target word as the basis, which was obtained from the target word string via a grammar. The outcome is a number of possible pronunciations from which the correct one has to be chosen manually. The phonemes then “emit” a number of possible graphematic realizations, one of them being the orthographically correct variant and the other ones possible misspellings, which are automatically associated

Two researchers or groups of researchers have looked into automatic spelling error annotation for German, namely Tobias Thelen [9, 7] and Kay Berkling and colleagues [10, 4].

The approaches by Thelen [7] and Berkling et al. [10] both have in common that they first align original and target spelling (that is, the spelling produced by the learner and the intended, correct spelling) and if an original character- (sequence) differs from its corresponding target character- (sequence), they determine which error category is present. One major difference between the approaches (besides the different error categories they look at) is how the alignment is carried out. Thelen aligns on the character level, using Levenshtein distance which takes into account information about phonetic features that were inferred from the characters. Berkling et al. use the speech synthesis system MARY [11] to obtain the phonemes for both original and target spelling and align those using phoneme features. Based on the phoneme alignment, characters are split into graphemes and aligned.

In this section, I will briefly review the work that has been done on automatic spelling error annotation of German primary school children’s texts. For a broader view on learners’ errors in different language contexts and their automatic processing, see for example [8].
with error categories. The biggest disadvantage of this approach is that the orthographically correct variant first has to be (re-)produced from the phoneme string as well, which might be especially problematic for non-native words. If this failed, further analyses would not be possible. I want to overcome these deficits by taking the correctly spelled word as input and only use phoneme information as additional clues where necessary. This has the further advantage that also error candidates can be produced which do not have anything to do with the pronunciation (e.g. the confusion of similar looking letters such as <b> and <d>).

4. Basic Property Annotations of Target Words

Each annotation according to our scheme consists of several layers. The annotations are stored in an XML-format called LearnerXML that we describe in [11]. They can be visualized in the Partitur-Editor of the tool EXMARaLDA\(^4\) [12, 13].

4.1 Figure 1 exemplarily shows the full annotation of the misspelling *<fält>* for *<fallt> 'he falls'*. 

For the automatic annotation described in this paper, the original word produced by the learner and the target word, which is the word form that the learner most probably had in mind, are given as input. Both words are split up into single characters to allow for a precise localization of the error in a word. In this section, I will describe how we automatically obtain the annotations for the layers phonemes, graphemes, syllables and morphemes, which relate to the target word. Section 5 then describes how these layers are used to determine orthographic properties (defined as possible error categories) of the target words and Section 6 explains how the categories of the actually committed errors are determined given an original word and the target word and how original and target characters are aligned. The automatic determination of the impact of a spelling error on the word's pronunciation (layer phon_orig_ok) and the role of morpheme constancy in a spelling (layer morph_const) are described in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. Not yet implemented are the layers foreign_target (is the target word a foreign word?), exist_orig (does the misspelling result in another existing word form?) and syll_orig_plausible (does the syllable in the original spelling not violate any graphotactic constraints?).

For any given word, its phonemes, syllables and morphemes are obtained from the web service G2P of the Bavarian Archive of Speech Signals (BAS)\(^5\) [14, 15]. An example output for the word *fröhlich* 'happy' looks like this:\(^6\):

```
input string: fröhlich
phonemes w/ syll.: f r ' 2: l I C
POS: ADJD
morphemes: fröh lich
morpheme classes: ADJ SFX
```

The information obtained are processed and converted to annotations in the following way:

**Phonemes and phoneme-corresponding units (PCUs)**

Firstly, phonemes (without syllable boundaries and stress marks) are aligned to characters. The most robust way turned out to be the use of a statistical approach to string alignment via weighted Levenshtein distance\(^7\) plus additional rules instead of the alignment function of the G2P web service, which often had problems aligning words with <x>/[ks] or <z>/[ts]. The alignment script was trained on 36,790 words from childLex, the German Children’s Book Corpus [17]\(^8\). The output is a 1:1 (or 1:0 or 0:1) alignment of phonemes and characters.

Secondly, with the help of rules it is determined which sequence of characters corresponds to a phoneme. I call these sequences phoneme-corresponding units (PCUs)\(^9\). PCUs which are not trivial 1:1 alignments between characters and phonemes are multi-graphs (e.g. <ch> ↔ [k], [x] or [k], <sch> ↔ [f]), diphthongs (<ei> ↔ [ai]), long vowels (<ah>, <ee>, <ee>, <ee>, <ei> ↔ [a], [e], [i] etc.), doubled consonants (<pp>, <tt>, <kk> ↔ [p], [t], [k] etc.), vocalized r in <ör> ↔ [o] as well as <z> ↔ [ts], <s> ↔ [ks], <qu> ↔ [kv] and empty string ↔ [?]. The PCUs and phonemes are taken over into LearnerXML.

---

\(^4\)https://webapp.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/BASWebServices/#/services/Grapheme2Phoneme

\(^5\)Phonemes are given in SAMPA notation as specified under http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/german.htm, POS tags follow the STTS tagset [16] and morpheme classes are specified under http://www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/Bas/BasWebservicesG2P.html.

\(^6\)Script created by Marcel Bollmann; https://github.com/mmbollmann/

\(^7\)https://github.com/mlbollmann/BASWebServicesG2P.html

\(^8\)http://www.mpib-berlin.mpg.de/de/forschung/max-planck-forschungsgruppen/mpfg-read/projekte/childlex; The words chosen were all listed word forms of all lemmata that occurred at least 25 times in the corpus, ignoring letter case. For the training, pairs of words (=sequences of characters) and their pronunciation (phoneme strings) were presented to the algorithm without prior alignment of those.

\(^9\)In some approaches, graphemes are defined as dependent on phonemes and in these definitions, PCUs and graphemes would be the same [18]. However, I follow Eisenberg’s grapheme definition [5] so that these entities are different.
Graphemes Graphemes are defined following the definition in [5] in that the only multi-character graphemes are <ch>, <sch>, <ie> and <qu>. They are determined with the help of PCUs. If the character sequence <sch> corresponds to a PCU as in <F|[i]|a|sch|e/> [fil]|a|[ʃ|a] ‘bottle’ it is a grapheme (vertical bars indicate PCU boundaries). If it spans over several PCUs as in <c|b|]|s|ch|e|n>| [b][ʃ|a][ʃ|a]|a ‘a little’, it is not.

Syllables After the determination of PCUs, syllable boundaries and stress marks are re-inserted into the phoneme string and with help of the alignment between characters and PCUs, syllable boundaries can be indicated on the character level. The type of the syllable is determined as follows: each syllable that contains a stress mark is classified as stressed, each syllable that has [a] or [e] as its nucleus is a reduced syllable and each other one an unnotated syllable.

Morphemes Morpheme boundaries and classes on the character level are given directly in the BAS output and are simply taken over as annotations.

5. Annotating Properties of Correctly-Spelled Words

Our annotation scheme was designed in a way that the error categories can be seen as the orthographic properties a target word possesses. For instance, SL: Cdouble InterV indicates that the word contains a doubled consonant in intervocalic position (SL tells that this is a syllabic phenomenon). If a learner omitted this, SL: Cdouble InterV is the respective error category for this. Other annotation schemes do not strictly categorize by orthographic phenomena, [19], for instance, which is the annotation scheme used in [10] has a category for vocalized <r>, which possibly applies to <dort> [dɔrt] ‘there’, but vocalized <r> in a reduced syllable, in a free or bound morpheme are not coded as such but assigned to categories like free grammatical morpheme. In our scheme, the syllables and morphemes are coded on different layers so that we have all pieces of information available at the same time. This allows to make statements about which words contain a vocalized <r> but also to distinguish between the syllabic or morphological contexts if this turns out to be sensible. In the following, I will explain how the orthographic properties are determined automatically.

5.1. Procedure

The approach to annotating orthographic properties is rule-based. As explained above, properties are equal to possible error categories which are annotated at the character level (usually spanning over a PCU). For each category in our annotation scheme, detailed rules exist which state which phonetic/syllabic/morphological context is necessary for a character to be annotated with this category. Here is the example for the category voc_r which marks a (potentially) vocalized <r>:

(4) Category voc_r applies to:

a. every PCU corresponding to [e]
   e.g. <L|ch|f<er> [l|e|n|a|t], <d|o|r|t> [d|o|t]
b. every PCU corresponding to [a] which is in the syllable coda (according to the German pronunciation rules [20, 21] vocalization is possible or even mandatory in this position); it may have technical reasons that some <r> in this position were not transcribed as [r] by the BAS web service.

c. every PCU corresponding to [a] in a reduced syllable that ends with <en> This is supposed to capture cases like the colloquial pronunciation of <fahmen> which is [fa:n] instead of [fa:n]. If the schwa is omitted, the <r> moves to the syllable coda and is vocalized.

5.2. Application Example

Knowing the orthographic phenomena occurring in a word has several applications. First of all, in order to assess a learner’s spelling competence it is not enough to look at the committed errors but also to set this in relation to the errors he/she could have committed but did not (the so called base rate [19]). Secondly, one can determine which phenomena learners are faced with e.g. in school books and see how this relates to the development of their spelling competence [22]. To detect specific orthographic phenomena can also be of relevance for psycholinguists who want to create stimuli for orthographic experiments.

In this section, I want to briefly introduce how the annotations with our scheme can be used to automatically detect words which can be spelled phonographically, e.g. only following grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. This strategy, i.e. “to spell a word as it is pronounced” is at the core of a currently widely-used teaching method for learning to write (and read) in German primary schools, which is called Lesen durch Schreiben (‘reading through writing’). [23] In the center of this method is a so-called onset table (‘Anlauttabelle’). In such a table, graphemes are depicted next to an object whose name starts with the phoneme that this grapheme corresponds to (e.g. <sch> → Schere ‘scissors’). The idea is that learners identify each sound in a word and search for the grapheme representing this sound in the table, thereby consecutively constructing the word’s spelling. It would be interesting to see which proportion of words in German can actually be correctly spelled this way. To find this out, I determined the annotation categories which indicate that the word in question contains a phenomenon that is not fully GPC-compliant given standard German pronunciation and the GPC rules in [5]. These categories are:

PGI:liter Spellings of phoneme combinations that differ from the phonographic spelling of their constituent phonemes (e.g. [p] is spelled <sp> and not *<sch>) as in <spielen> ‘(to) play’

PGI:de_foreign, MO:morph_between and PGI:diffuse.

Not yet implemented are only the categories PGI:de_foreign, MO:morph_between and PGI:diffuse.
6. Annotating Spelling Errors

6.1. Error Categories

If you know both the original spelling and the target spelling, and you already know which error categories can possibly apply on the target word, it is straightforward to find out which errors were in fact committed. To this end, not only the possible error categories are determined but for each category one (or more) error candidates are constructed, which is what the word would look like if this error had in fact occurred. Take the word \(<\text{fällt}>\) ‘(he) falls’ from Figure 1. (5) shows possible error categories and the corresponding error candidate. The vertical lines indicate the PCU boundaries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCU1</th>
<th>PCU2</th>
<th>PCU3</th>
<th>PCU4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>dt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>åh</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ff</td>
<td>åå</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{vv}^{13})</td>
<td>(\text{eh}, \text{ee})</td>
<td>dd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ww})</td>
<td>(\text{ah}, \text{aa})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traversing from left to right, taking one candidate from each column, one can construct all possible error candidate words, e.g. \(<\text{fälllt}>, <\text{vellld}>, <\text{fald}>, <\text{fald'}>. The latter one is the original spelling we observed in Figure 1. We know that \(<\text{l}>, <\text{å}>, \) and \(<\text{e}>, \) are correct, and from (6) we know that \(<\text{e}>, \) stems from the error category \(<\text{SL:double_beforeC}>\) and \(<\text{d}>, \) from the error category \(<\text{MO:final_devoice}>\). We also know how the original and target word have to be aligned because the target word has “emitted” the original word. This allows a precise alignment where a character-based Levenshtein algorithm would fail as shown for the misspelling \(*<\text{fällt}>\) in (7):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCU1</th>
<th>PCU2</th>
<th>PCU3</th>
<th>PCU4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{orig})</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{target})</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can now also explain more concretely how we arrive at the desired alignment for the example from Section 3. the misspelling \(*<\text{sten}>\) for \(<\text{stehen}>\): Both the \(<\text{b}>,\) and the second \(<\text{e}>,\) represents the schwa sound, emit as error candidates that they can be omitted (categories \(<\text{SL:separating_h}>\) and \(<\text{SL:ins_schwa}>\), the first \(<\text{e}>,\) which represents the sound \([\text{e}]\) has no omission as error candidate. Hence, it is clear that the \(<\text{e}>,\) that was omitted in \(*<\text{sten}>\) was more plausibly the one representing the schwa and not the \([\text{e}]\).
Eventually, there are some kinds of errors which cannot be predicted and which I call unsystematic errors, for instance a seemingly random insertion *<fillt> or replacement *<gomen>.

Unsystematic errors are all errors for which our annotation scheme has no systematic category. As in [9], they are only described with the basic edit operations insertion, deletion and replacement plus permutation. To capture them and align them correctly, a similar approach as by Thelen [9] is taken, which he describes as “top-down-bottom-up”. Assume the original spelling for <fällt> is *<feältt>. First of all, we try to capture all the systematic errors in the word. This is done by constructing error candidates as described above (top-down) but none of these candidates corresponds exactly to the original word. Therefore, the error candidate with the smallest Levenshtein distance to the original word is chosen, which is in this case <feältt>, and all further deviations between the two are treated as unsystematic errors. Here only the erroneously inserted <e> is left as an unsystematic error, which is the desired outcome. To capture the inserted <e> correctly, the ‘classical’ bottom-up approach is taken in that the intermediate error candidate <faellt> and the original spelling <feältt> are aligned using the Levenshtein algorithm14 and the edit operations including permutation are determined based on this alignment. The final alignment from the original spelling to the target spelling is carried out in a transitive way: the original spelling is aligned with the intermediate spelling and this is in turn aligned with the target spelling, so the alignment can be passed on. Figure 2 illustrates the procedure.

6.2. Relation between Spelling Errors and Pronunciation (phon_orig)

In our annotation scheme, we do not only code basic properties of words and error categories, but also further features pertaining to the errors. One of them is phon_orig which codes to what extent the spelling error influences the pronunciation of the word. In our scheme, there are three possible values: true means that even with the spelling error the word is still possibly pronounced in the same way as the target word (e.g. *<fahren> for <fahren>, both [fan:ə:n]). false means that the pronunciations differ (e.g. *<komen> for <kommen>: [kɔmən] vs. [komən]) and coll that the resulting pronunciation is a colloquial or regional variant (e.g. *<Telefon> for <Telefon>: [tɛlafɔn] vs. [telafɔn]). With the help of this feature, we want to examine systematically how learners treat the relation between the spelling of a word and its pronunciation. One hypothesis would be that understanding and obeying this relation is a requirement for successful spelling. Following from this, learners with overall higher spelling skills (e.g. making fewer errors altogether) are aware of this relation and make relatively fewer errors that change the pronunciation of a word than overall poorer spellers. A similar feature has been applied in the spelling error annotation by [24] for English data. For German, information on pronunciation could only be found in Thelen’s scheme [7] so far with a feature named “phonetically plausible”. Phonetic plausibility is only coded very broadly in this approach, though. For instance, two consonants are judged as similar if they are both nasals or plosives or fricatives. The <g> for <k> in *<gomem> for <kommen> is marked as similar there, while our coding would make clear that the pronunciations differ.

With the approach in [10], where the phonemes of the original and target spelling are aligned prior to the error analysis, one could simply check whether they are identical to arrive at the value for our feature phon_orig. This works well for example for the pair *<fäld>/<fällt> because the BAS web service G2P and MARY return the same phonemes [frɪlt] for both spellings. However, as was already demonstrated in Section 3, the grapheme-phoneme conversion for non-existing German words can be flawed so that the spellings appear to have different pronunciations although in fact they do not.

Our algorithm, in contrast, concentrates on the error categories: the value of phon_orig is determined when the possible errors and error candidates for each word are constructed. The rules which state when an error category applies and what the error candidate looks like also contains the information whether the pronunciation of the error candidate PCU will be different from the target PCU. In most cases, the value for phon_orig is the same for all instances of a category (e.g. MO:final:devoice (final devoicing) is always true; insertion of <h> after a short vowel (SL:rem_Vlong:short) is always false). For a few categories, further cases are distinguished, e.g. for the category SL:Double_interV: the omission of the doubled consonant usually leads to a change in pronunciation (see above), hence phon_orig = false. However, there are some words with a doubled consonant which do not have a trochaic stress pattern that triggers the German Schärfungsschreibung as explained in Section 2. Therefore, there is a subrule which states that if not the first but the second syllable is stressed, the omission of consonant doubling does not change the pronunciation, hence phon_orig = true (e.g. *<alein>/<alein> [ʔaˈlain] ‘alone’).

6.3. Role of Morpheme Constancy (morph_const)

For each error, we code the role of morpheme constancy for arriving at the correct spelling. Specifically, the guiding question is “Do I have to know how a related word form is spelled in order to arrive at the correct spelling?” given that the pronunciation of the erroneous spelling and the target spelling are phonetically equivalent. The feature morph_const can take one of four values: neces means that morpheme constancy is a necessary reference, for instance to arrive at the doubled consonant in <kommast> (inherited from <kommen> as explained above). We also defined that the spelling of bound morphemes falls under morpheme constancy. For instance, in the exam-

---

14 python-Levenshtein obtained from https://pypi.python.org/pypi/python-Levenshtein/
ple *<feld> for <fall> in Figure 1, the <d> for <t> is a hypercorrection of final devoicing (possibly constructed in analogy to e.g. <Feld> "field"). We say that morph\_const = neces here because if the learner had recognized that this character is the marking for 3rd person singular present tense, which is always <t> and not <d>, he or she could have deduced the correct form from analogous forms like <sag-t> '(he) says, <lach-t> '(he) laughs', etc. The value redundat ('redundant') means that a particular phenomenon could be both prosodically determined and motivated by morpheme constancy (e.g. *<kommend> 'coming'). In some exceptional cases, morpheme constancy is violated, as in <Bus> 'bus', which does not inherit the doubled <s> from the plural form <Busse>. If the learner wrote *<Buss> instead, the value of the feature morph\_const is hyp ('hypercorrection'). Finally, if morpheme constancy does not play a role or is not applicable because there are no related word forms (as in the case of <und> explained above), the value is na.

These values are determined automatically in the following way: Firstly, in several cases, the error category already rules out that morpheme constancy plays a role. For instance, all errors of the category PGI:literal (spelling of a particular fixed phoneme combination was not obeyed, e.g. *<schielen> for <spielen> '(to play)') have morph\_const = na. On the other hand, all instances of the category MO:morph\_jn (omission of graphemes at morpheme boundaries, e.g. *<Hantuch> for <Hand+tuch> 'towel') are tagged as morph\_const = neces because it always involves the identification of morphemes.

In some error categories, different values of morph\_const are possible. As explained in Section 2, both *<Hunt> for <Hund> and *<unt> for <und> are categorized as MO:final.devoice. However, the <d> in <Hund> can be said to be inherited from the form <Hunde> (morph\_const = neces), while the <d> in <und> cannot be motivated (morph\_const = na). To get such a distinction, the automatic annotation proceeds as follows: First of all, the morpheme classes obtained from the BAS web service are divided into inflecting (e.g. nouns and verbs) and non-inflecting word classes (e.g. pronouns and conjunctions) and affixes (bound morphemes). In a category where morpheme constancy might play a role, it is checked if the grapheme (or PCU) in question is part of a bound morpheme (as in the *<feld> example above) or if it is in the final position of an inflecting morpheme\(^15\). In both cases morph\_const is set to neces. To appear in an inflecting morpheme is supposed to model the possibility of a related word form from which the correct spelling can be derived. It is not checked whether such a word form does in fact exist, though. That the grapheme in question has to be in morpheme-final position is necessary for cases such as <Obst> [obst] 'fruit', where the <b> occurs in an inflecting word class (nun) but where no related word form (e.g. genitive <Obstes>) would make a [b] perceptible.

Another heuristic is used to distinguish between spellings with <s> and <au> that are morphologically determined (e.g. <Apfel/Apfel> "apples/apple", <Mäuse/> <Maus> "mice/mouse") and those which are not (at least not synchronically, e.g. <Mädchen> "girl", <Säule> "pillar"). If you replace the <a> with an <eu> and remove any final <er/en> from the string (modeling suffixes) and the resulting word form exists in a given lexicon, then the word form is assumed to be morphologically determined (morph\_const = true), otherwise it is classified as morph\_const = na.

### 7. Evaluation

In this section, I will present first evaluation results of the automatically obtained annotations for a) the error categories, b) the level phon\_orig.ok and c) the level morph\_const. The annotations were carried out on 11 texts (866 target tokens) from the corpus described in [25], where children from grades 2-4 were asked to write down the story shown in a sequence of six pictures. The same texts were manually annotated by three humans for comparison (they were a subset of the annotation experiment reported in [1]).

Table 1 lists the agreement figures\(^16\). The figures for the error categories are based on the number of annotations and the figures for the features phon\_orig.ok and morph\_const only on those annotations where the error categories were the same for all three annotators and the system. Since the system determines the value of phon\_orig.ok and morph\_const based on the error category, a comparison with human results is only sensible where this matches. In the lower part of the table, figures are given for the case that annotations with the error category SN were not taken into account. This comprises phenomena beyond single word spelling such as capitalization and writing words together or separately, which are trivial to detect without the procedure presented in this paper and where phon\_orig.ok and morph\_const are always true and na, respectively.

The average agreement for error categories between the system and the annotators is not much lower than the agreement among the human annotators themselves, which indicates a good performance of the automatic algorithm. For phon\_orig.ok and morph\_const one can see bigger differences between the system and the individual annotators when annotator 1 appearing as an outlier. It shows that the annotation task does not yield uniform results among human annotators either and that stricter and more transparent guidelines are required. Once we have enough reliably hand-annotated data, we want to perform another evaluation of the system’s performance based on gold data so that a "correct/incorrect" decision can be made\(^17\). I will now analyze the major sources of disagreement which are attributable to the algorithm or implementation:

**error categories** One bigger problem was that I had to put a constraint on the number of generated error candidates. If many single errors were possible on a given target word, the handling of all possible combinations would be computation-ally too complex. Therefore, I decided that combinations would only be computed if the target word featured less than 20 single possible errors. In this case, all but one systematic errors would be (falsely) treated as unsystematic errors (e.g. simply insertion or replacement). For a new version of the system, I changed this behavior: If more than 20 single errors are possible, all combinations are computed but without the category SL:Cdouble.afterC, which captures doubled consonants in word-initial position or after other consonants. This category produces a huge number of error candidates but is needed only rarely. So far, leaving this category out seems to suffice to keep

---

\(^15\)The error category determines what exactly is checked: Sometimes only bound morphemes are relevant and not the appearance in an inflecting word form.

\(^16\)Thanks to Stephanie Dipper for the computation of the agreement with the software R and the package "irr", https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/irr/

\(^17\)However, there will always remain some cases where more than one interpretation is possible e.g. in the case of <gegacht> for <gebracht> 'brought', where the <<a> could both represent the <e> or <a> in the target spelling.
Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement (raw percent and Fleiss’ \( \kappa \)) for error categories and the features phon\_orig\_ok and morph\_const for all annotations and for annotations excluding the category SN. phon\_orig\_ok and morph\_const are based only on annotations where the same error category was annotated by all three annotators (and the system, respectively). Figures are given for the pairwise agreement between the system and one annotator, the average, and the agreement among the human annotators only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Sys - Anno1 perc.</th>
<th>( \kappa )</th>
<th>Sys - Anno2 perc.</th>
<th>( \kappa )</th>
<th>Sys - Anno3 perc.</th>
<th>( \kappa )</th>
<th>Average perc.</th>
<th>( \kappa )</th>
<th>Human perc.</th>
<th>( \kappa )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>complete</td>
<td>error cat.</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>73.18%</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>80.84%</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>81.99%</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>78.67%</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>77.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete</td>
<td>phon_orig_ok</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>75.45%</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>84.00%</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>81.60%</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>80.35%</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>78.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete</td>
<td>morph_const</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>78.23%</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>90.40%</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>79.54%</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>70.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o SN complete</td>
<td>error cat.</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>65.88%</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>75.29%</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>75.29%</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>72.16%</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>72.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o SN complete</td>
<td>phon_orig_ok</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>75.45%</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>83.87%</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>81.45%</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>80.26%</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>78.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o SN complete</td>
<td>morph_const</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>78.05%</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>90.32%</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>79.46%</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>70.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the computational complexity in an adequate range and yield better annotation results. Furthermore, some errors in the implementation could be found, which are corrected in a new version such as the identification of the permutation of graphemes.

**phon\_orig\_ok** A larger proportion of the disagreements is due to a systematically different behavior for the category SL\_C\_double\_final (e.g. \*<dtan> for <dtann>). The human annotators consequently tagged this as phon\_orig\_ok = false because of a change in vowel length from short to long (<dtann> = [dan], \*<dtan> = [d[an]]) but the system tagged it as phon\_orig\_ok = true. According to Eisenberg [26, pp. 96f], the vowel in a monosyllabic word with a single grapheme in the coda has to be read as long (e.g. <Schal> ‘scarf’, <Rad> ‘wheel’). There are exceptions, however, namely a number of words from closed word classes and words with a multi-letter grapheme in the coda where the vowel is read short (e.g. <in> ‘in’, <sum> ‘to the’, <man> ‘one’, <Busch> ‘bush’). Hence, the automatic system is not completely wrong in predicting that a monosyllabic word ending with a single consonant could be pronounced with a short vowel as well. This behavior could easily be changed in future versions, though.

A further difference between the human and automatic annotation is that humans apply morphological knowledge when judging the pronunciation of a word while the current automatic algorithm does not. This can be seen in a misspelling like \*<knlte> for knlalte ‘banged’. The automatic system judges that the omission of the doubled consonant before other consonants does not lead to a change in pronunciation (in particular: no change in the length of the preceding vowel from short to long). In fact \*<knlte> does not differ in syllable structure from the word <knlte> ‘cold’ which is pronounced [knlts], i.e. with a short vowel. However, the human annotators intuitively considered that the <te> in \*<knlte> is an inflecting morpheme and that the resulting stem <knl> would be pronounced with a long vowel (which is not changed by affixation).

A few other cases could not be captured by the automatic algorithm because they were “exceptions” from a general rule. For instance, the spelling \*<Tелефон> for <Telefon> ‘telephone’ results in a common colloquial pronunciation of the word, which the current algorithm that focuses on the kind of error that was committed, could not predict. To capture such colloquial cases, one could think about applying machine learning approaches once we have enough gold data to extract the relevant contexts from.

**morph\_const** Some errors in the implementation became apparent (e.g. a morpheme class was mistakenly not assigned to be non-inflecting or a necessary condition was not implemented for a category), which can easily be remedied. Secondly, as was expected, the heuristics failed sometimes, for instance it was not automatically detected that the <\ia> in <\Haflte> ‘half (noun)’ can be explained morphologically (with reference to <halb> ‘half (adj.’)).

### 8. Conclusion

In this paper, I presented the automatic annotation of German texts according to a new multi-layered scheme which can be used for the annotation of orthographic properties of words and committed spelling errors. The proposed approach for error annotation is supposed to be very robust in that spelling errors are interpreted on the basis of possible errors that can occur in a word. Furthermore, it allows to automatically analyze the orthographic properties of German words in general as was shown exemplarily for obtaining words that can be spelled phonographically. I also presented the first automation of the question whether a spelling error changes a word’s pronunciation and whether the spelling can be derived from a related word form. A first comparison with human annotations showed promising results which could be improved with some adjustments in the system.

Taken together, the annotations provide a potentially powerful frame for the analysis of spelling errors on various levels. In future work, we want to arrive at a large corpus of texts produced by primary school children with detailed error annotations and use this to carry out statistical analyses about the relationship between spelling errors, spelling competence and regularities of the German writing system. On the other hand, we would like to use the automated error annotation to develop an application which can assist learners in orthography acquisition in that it does not only provide an automated error diagnosis on a freely written text but can also generate advice how to arrive at the correct spelling. A collaboration with educational research and didactics in this endeavor would be very fruitful.
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